CLEANSPACE™ RESPIRATORS – QUICK TROUBLESHOOTING FLOWCHART

Customer reported a fault with the Respirator

REPORTED FAULT | ACTION | PROBLEM & FOLLOW UP
--- | --- | ---
Unit is unable to charge | Test charger on current unit and another unit (if available) | Faulty charger – replace charger
Filter alarm activates often | Change to a new filter | Faulty unit – contact customer support*
Unit turns off while in use | Recalibrate | Filter alarm stops – unit in good condition
Unit not Breath Responsive | Recalibrate | Filter alarm continues – contact customer support*

*Contact customer support: www.cleanspacetechnology.com/troubleshooting

STEPS FOR RECALIBRATING THE RESPIRATOR

To perform a recalibration on your CleanSpace Respirator, follow these steps:

1. Ensure the battery is fully charged before recalibrating the unit.
2. Remove mask and filter before recalibrating the unit.
3. During the recalibration, place the unit on the flat surface.
4. Make sure both air outlets are not blocked by any objects.
5. Place a finger over the Power Button and Airflow Button at the same time.
6. Press and hold both buttons at the SAME TIME.
7. Press the buttons for approximately 1-3 seconds until both the BLUE & RED lights appeared, and then release the hold.
8. The lights will stay on for 10 seconds while the respirator recalibrates itself. The recalibration process is now complete when the blue and red lights switch off.
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